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 Background: Cloud Computing is a vast resources pool which provides IT a way to 

increase its capacity or add new infrastructure or licensing new software without any 
huge investment. Cloud Computing proffers an assortment of resources like software, 

platform, infrastructure or hardware on subscription based on pay-per-use service over 

heterogeneous users of cloud is the main objective of cloud infrastructure provides. 
The resources are to be provided to the users without any delay when it was required 

by the cloud users. Generally an agreement will be executed between the 

heterogeneous users and the cloud providers for utilizing the resources. Objective: 

Gleaming System is designed to maximize the utilization of the infrastructure of the 

cloud providers and also benefit the small –to-medium scale scientific communities by 

scheduling the jobs accordingly. The proposed cloud system for infrastructure 
allocation combines on-demand allocation of resources with opportunistic pre-set 

lease. Result: Gleaming system serves the HTC and MTC users maximally by 68 

percent more and provides the opportunity of utilizing the previous public cloud 
solutions. Conclusion: This System provides benefits to both the scientific 

communities and cloud providers in a higher way. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Cloud is a large group of interconnected computers which can be either personal computers or large 

network servers. Any Web-Based Application or Services provided through Cloud Computing is called Cloud 

Service. Cloud Computing provides three major services, they are Infrastructure-as-a-Service(IaaS), Platform-

as-a-Service and Software-as-a-Service(SaaS). It provides increased amount of storage and processing power to 

run the applications developed by the software developers and for the end users it provides new way to access 

information, process and analyze data and connect people and resources from any location in the world. Major 

Companies are involved in development of Cloud services, Google offers a powerful collection of web-based 

applications and they are served through cloud architecture. For example cloud based word processors (Google 

Docs), email (Gmail), Presentation Software (Google Presentation). Microsoft offers its Windows based live 

suite and Live Mesh to connect all types of devices, data and applications. Amazon has its EC2.  Usually, 

Clouds are classified into three categories: Public Clouds offer a publicly accessible remote interface for masses 

creating and managing resources, e.g., virtual machine instances; Private Clouds give local users a flexible and 

agile private infrastructure to manage workloads on their own cloud sites; and a Hybrid Cloud model enables 

supplementing local infrastructures with the computing capacity from an external public cloud. Infrastructure-

as-a-Service (IaaS) in Cloud Computing has emerged as an attractive way of acquisition and management of 

physical resources (cloud nodes). Nimbus or Eucalyptus is cloud computing toolkits which is available to 

allocate idle cloud nodes for computation. Cloud infrastructure providers execute agreements with the end users 

to utilize the resources in their resources pool. The agreement consists of set of conditions based on capacity or 

configuration of node, duration of usage and cost of usage etc. Virtual Machines can be leased and used as 

containers for deploying applications. On-demand, non-preemptible and   flexible leases give a user access to a 

resource within interactive time of making the request and make the resource available for agreed period of 

time. The two typical scientific workloads like HTC and MTC are preemptible and pre-set leases which give a 
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user access to a resource at an indeterminate time and make the resource available to the user for an 

indeterminate amount of time. Further the cloud administrator can preempt the resources from the scientific 

communities when they are required.  The Gleaming System is designed to scavenge unused resources and to 

allocate them to the scientific workloads. It also implemented to configure the available idle cloud nodes on the 

cloud sites. In our system we investigate two types of leases namely On-demand, Non-preemptible leases and 

Opportunistic, preemptible leases. 

 On-Demand, Non-Preemtible Leases provide user access to a resource within interactive time of making the 

request and make the resource available for an agreed period of time. The user can deploy  any VMs. 

   Opportunistic, preemptible Leases provide user access to a resource at an indeterminate time and make the 

resource available to the user for an indeterminate amount of time. 

 We investigated three different cloud solutions namely Deelman’s system, Evangelino’s system and 

Dwaning cloud for the evaluation with Gleaming System. In comparison with Deelman’s System, Gleaming 

system provides the resources availability maximally 62 percent for HTC and MTC and for the service provides 

it saves the total resource consumption by 58 percent. In comparison with Evangelino’s system, Gleaming 

system provides 29 percent HTC and MTC and 32 percent for the resource provider. In comparison with 

Dawning cloud, Gleaming System saves the resource consumption maximum by 22 percent for the HTC and 

MTC users and 27 percent for cloud providers 

 

Gleaming System and Implementation: 

 Gleaming System is designed for small-to-medium scientific communities to utilize the elastic resources in 

public cloud for the execution of their jobs in condor pool at minimized cost and the public cloud infrastructure 

provider’s resources are utilized efficiently.  Generally On-demand Users will execute an agreement with the 

Cloud Infrastructure providers for their requirement of resources. The agreement between the On-demand Users 

and the Cloud Providers contains the following attributes.  

 Quantity of resources  

 Configuration of the VMs 

 Number of hours required per day 

 Cost of the resources per hour  

 Duration of the agreement 

 On-demand users cannot demand for the particular VMs on the cloud. They will be provided with any set of 

VMs which has the configuration mentioned in the agreement. On-demand User will use the resources only 

when it is required and he/she will pay only for the usage of resources. So the cloud nodes may be available 

when it was not used by the On-demand Users. To utilize the idle VMs instance on cloud we propose this 

Gleaming System. 

 The Gleaming System is designed with three phases. First phase is called as VMs Service Providing & 

Management Edifice (VMs SP&ME), which is designed to configure the resources (VM clusters) on the cloud 

and to monitor the VMs ,   send responses to the request of heterogeneous workloads,  update the availability of 

resources and maintain the accounts of the clients. 

    VMs Configuration: The system maintains the complete VMs Configuration available on the cloud site. 

For e.g. No. of VMs, Memory Size, Disk Image, etc. 

     VMs Monitor: This system monitors the jobs running on the VMs and updates the VMs availability 

option on the cloud. 

 
 

Fig. 1: Gleaming System Architecture. 

 

     The second phase is CMM (Client Management Milieu) which was implemented to process the request of 

On-Demand user.  
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 CMM maintains complete information about the On-demand Users. For e.g. User name, User id, agreement 

between the user and cloud provider, user privileges etc.  

 It receives the request from the On-demand users and validate the request. If the request is valid then it 

forwards to the next phase for VMs allocation. 

 It also maintains the complete usage log of the On-demand users for the usage cost computation.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Client Management Milieu. 

 

 The third phase is HTC or MTC Job Controller and Monitor is responsible for the following 

 Scheduling the jobs which are received from the Condor Pool. 

 Monitors the triggered jobs. 

 Dispatch the completed jobs to the condor pool. 

 

VM’s Negotiation Mechanism:  

 The cloud service provider determines the requirement for resource management in resource management 

policies. A Resource Management Policies defines the statute for the HTC or MTC users. VM’s SP&ME 

allocate or reclaim the VM’s to/from the HTC or MTC users. Wherever the VM’s are available in cloud VM’s 

SP&ME send a message to the HTC or MTC Job Control and Monitor for the jobs at waiting queue to execute. 

The agreement executed between the On-demand user and Cloud Provider contains the resource provisioning 

policies for the on-demand user. Whenever the resource request is received from the On-demand User, it will be 

verified by the CMM and forwarded to VM’s SP&ME for the required resources. VM’s SP&ME will check for 

the availability of resources in VM pool. If required resource is available then it will be allocated to the On-

demand user otherwise the resources will be reclaimed from the HTC or MTC users. 

 

VM’s Management and Provisioning Policies: 

 On-demand Users and Cloud Service Provider have an agreement of lease for the usage of resources. We 

have two types of resources provision policies for the On-demand Users. They are fixed resources and dynamic 

resources.  

 Fixed Recourse: The Fixed count of Resources which was agreed to provide on demand of resource and 

which cannot be reclaimed by resource provider before the expiry of time unit agreed to provide.   The size of 

the VMs with configuration, the time unit of leasing recourse and  VM Enable/Disable option etc. 

 Dynamic Resource:  The variable count of resources provided to the on-demand user on request can be 

reclaimed from them for some other allocation if needed.  

 

 
 

Fig.  3: VM’s Management and Provisioning. 

 

 HTC or MTC users are allocated with the resources which are available at that time for the execution of 

jobs in condor pool. Whenever if there is a requirement for the resources, the resources can be reclaimed from 
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the user and allocated for some other user which has higher priority. The jobs of HTC or MTC users which are 

in running state may also be terminated when the resources are required by the resource provider. We have to 

different technique to scavenge the VMs. 

 Scheduling Policy : A job scheduling policy is required for scheduling jobs in HTC or MTC job Controller 

and Monitor. Priority Based Scheduling  algorithm was implemented to schedule the HTC or MTC jobs in the 

system. 

 Jobs Termination Policy :  The ―Most Recent ‖ policy that first terminates VMs running for the least 

amount of time. 

 Mirroring : The running jobs can be shifted to mirroring VM. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: HTC or MTC Job transition status. 

 

 Since our aim is to provide the ideal VM nodes on cloud to the scientific communities and to benefit both 

cloud provider and cloud users. 

 

Evaluation Methodologies and Experiments: 

 In this section, we present the evaluation methodologies, evaluation metrics and emulation experiment 

configuration of the Gleaming System with results. 

 

Evaluation Methodologies and workload traces: 

 In our experiments, we mainly concern the public cloud solutions. Hence a resource provider chooses 

Gleaming System, Dawning Cloud, Deelman’s system, Evangelinos’s system, and the dedicated system to 

provide computing services respectively. Most of experiments are done with the emulation methodology.  At the 

same time, we deploy the real systems on the testbed to validate the accuracies of the emulated systems. In this 

paper, all of the emulation systems are deployed on a testbed composed of nodes with the configuration of two 

1.6 GHz AMD Opteron processors, 2G memories, and CentOS 5.0 operating system. For each emulated system, 

the job simulator is used to emulate the process of submitting jobs. For HTC workloads, the job simulator 

generates each job by extracting its submission time, real runtime, and requested number of nodes from the 

workload trace file; for MTC workload, the job simulator reads the workflow file, which includes submission 

time, real runtime, requested number of nodes, and dependencies between each job, and then submits jobs 

according to the dependency constraints. We speed up the submission and completion of jobs by a factor of 100. 

 

Evaluation Metrics:  

 For evaluation of the performance metrics of Gleaming System, we choose cost and time. The cost for 

utilization of the resource (VM) in terms of node*hours to evaluate cost for consumption of VM used by the 

On-demand Users and HTC or MTC Users. That is to find the cost of resources utilized, have to find the product 

of the consumed resources in terms of nodes and their corresponding consumed hours. The time can be 

calculated on the basis of number of jobs completed.  User VM service response time is the amount of time 

taken to respond to an On-Demand User request. The number of jobs from condors where completed by VMs. 

 
Table 1: The Metric of the service provider using four systems for the same workload.  

Configuration Number of Completed jobs 
Resource consumption 

(node*hour) 
Saved Resources 

Evagelino’s System 18233 282752 0 

Deelman’s System 18233 386235 -36.6% 

Dawning Cloud 18233 210507 25.6% 

Gleaming System 18233 200562 33.6% 

 

Evaluation of System Behavior: 

 To evaluate the system behavior, we need to compare three different scenarios. The first scenario is 

associated with On-demand User workload. The number of VMs allocated for the On-demand User only. The 

second scenario is about the execution of tasks or jobs of the HTC or MTC queued in the condor pool only. In 

the third scenario, workloads of the HTC or MTC in condor pool were overlaid with the On-demand Users 

workloads.  
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Understanding System Performance: 

 To understand the IaaS cloud environment and the solution for maximum utilization of the IaaS 

infrastructure, again we need to consider the three different scenarios. The first scenario involves the On-

demand User workloads. In this scenario the workloads of On-demand Users a loan will be executed on the 

VMs and we can find VMs in idle state. The second scenario is the jobs of HTC or MTC users in the condor 

pool aloan will be executed without the interruption of On-demand user’s workload. When condor is allowed to 

access the VMs for its jobs, we can find that more number of jobs of HTC or MTC user’s gets completed and 

most of the VMs are enabled.  

 

 
 

Fig.  5: The Total Resource Consumption of the Resource provider using four different systems. 

  

 The third scenario is workloads of HTC or MTC in condor pool will be overlaid on the On-demand user’s 

workload. When VMs are enabled for the workloads of both in Condor pool and On-demand users, we can find 

a noticeable increase in the amount of time that condor jobs are delayed until they finally begin execution before 

successful completion.   

 

 
 

Fig. 6: The peak resource consumptions of the resource provider using four different system. 

 

 From the experiments conducted by us, it was found that the Gleaming system saves the resources 

consumption maximally by 39 percent for the service providers with the good performance. For the 

heterogeneous workloads, Gleaming system saves the resource consumption by 72 percent with respect to that 

of DwaningCloud.  With respect to Evangelino’s System, Gleaming System saves 42 percent and 76 percent of 

resources consumptions for service providers and heterogeneous workloads respectively. When the Gleaming 

system compared with the Deelman’s System, Gleaming system saves 41 percent and 78 percent of resource 

consumption for services providers and heterogeneous workloads respectively. 

 

Related Work: 

 In our system the utilization of the VMs on cloud is higher than other systems like Deelman’s system, 

Evangelino’s system and Dawning cloud. Dawning cloud  presented a layered architecture shown in fig.7: the 

lower one is the CSF for the resource provider, and the upper one is the TRE. First, the CSF of Dawning- Cloud 

facilitates building lightweight service management layers for heterogeneous workloads. Bottom-up approach 

was used to build the DwaningCloud. The common sets of functions for different runtime environment software 

are delegated to the CSF. CSF facilitates building thin service management layers—TRE for heterogeneous 

workloads and a TRE only implements core functions for a specific workload. 
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Future Work: 

 The system implemented in this paper was an initial prototype formed to demonstrate the advantages of 

combining IaaS cloud infrastructure resources with other purposes, such as MTC and HTC jobs execution 

through scheduling the VMs on cloud. This system can open up the opportunity to explore different variants of 

polices described in section II. For instance, Optimizing the VMs image deployment method and termination 

polices.  

 
 

Fig. 7: Dwaning Cloud Architecture. 

 

 The definition of preemptible lease, that is the assumptions and privileges of preemptible lease criteria may 

be redefined to increase the VMs provisions to all the types of cloud users.  

 The challenges arises out of exploring various aspects of resource utilization, energy saving, cost and 

pricing are also can be taken on account to improve the system. An assumption throughout this paper has been 

that increasing utilization is advantageous because it leads to better resource amortization and thus reduces the 

cost per computational cycle.  

 

Conclusion: 

 In this, we have designed an innovative system called Gleaming System, at the core of which is General 

VMs Service Providing & Management Edifice and HTC & MTC Job Controller &Monitor provides the elastic 

resources to the end users. This has been implemented by means of applying an effective scheduling policy for 

allocating the resources. Hence we conclude that by this system we can increase the efficiency of cloud 

infrastructure utilization thereby reducing the cost of the resource consumption maximally. 
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